
BEYOND YOGA ASANA 
                 

 A PEACEFUL RETREAT WITH NICOLA 
CROUCHER. EDEN RISE, SANDWELL 

BARNES, DEVON      2ND -5TH AUGUST 2019

ABOUT THE RETREAT:   Eden Rise is a place for inspiration, celebration and thanksgiving for life to flourish, aimed towards community, 
sustainability, care of sacred earth and wildlife and nourishment of our bodies, hearts and spirit. 

We will sped the weekend exploring meditation in movement through yoga asana, pranayama, meditation, yin, nidra, kriya and sound healing, 
moving beyond the asana to the more philosophical and subtle energetic aspects of the practices.  I will share my knowledge of astrology 
and tarot and yogic philosophy in lectures.  The emphasis will be on delving deeper into the practice of yoga, rebalancing energy, turning 
inwards, finding peace within, connection to nature, connection to truth. 

The nutritious, delicious vegan food is always a highlight (especially the raw chocolate) as are the energy healing treatments and massage.  
This will be a great opportunity to cleanse, break negative patterns and reset mind, body and soul. 

Rooms and dorms are beautifully designed and comfortable.  Dorms have single beds which are partitioned and sharing with one other 
person, they are eco painted and most have doors to the court yard garden and upper terrace.  There are wood floors and underfloor 
heating throughout.  Water is U.V treated borehole water and hot water is solar heated.  There is a sauna also.  You can walk down to the 
river past great trees and sculptures and shrines along the way, an orchard and sheep grazing.  Totnes town is a stunning unique town 
with many healers and light workers attracted to its high vibrational pull. 

Join London yogi Nicola Croucher for this incredible alchemical retreat, for the past 10 years she has been teaching a variety of forms of 
yoga and sharing healing practices in some of London’s loveliest studios.  Nicola shares these ancient practices with love and gratitude in a 
gentle healing manner, she guides an empowering practice to find the peace and possibility which reside in each of us  

Investment: 350 pounds only, this includes two asana classes per day plus lectures and meditations, 3 vegan meals per day and stay at 
Eden Rise. (Travel to Totnes is not included but easily accessible by train from Paddington 3 hours)  For more details please visit 
www.nicolacroucheryoga.com.  HARI OM TAT SAT
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